CASE STUDY:

Sainsbury’s shoppers can rely on Fraikin

The challenge

The tailored solution

Sainsbury’s is one of Britain’s largest and best loved
supermarket chains, with a substantial home delivery
network for groceries.

Fraikin is Sainsbury’s fleet management partner of
choice, managing more than 50 per cent of the 3.5
tonne fleet. That’s around 1,000 vehicles, covering
an area of 20,000 square miles from 120 stores.

Successful home delivery requires a fleet with
unparalleled uptime. Customers shop with Sainsbury’s
because the brand represents quality and reliability, and
they have the same expectations for their home delivery.
When ordering groceries for delivery, customers choose
from hourly slots as to when they want their shopping
to arrive – and failing to meet this slot is not an option.
That is a considerable challenge, given the supermarket
home shopping fleet makes 190,000 deliveries a week
and travels 43 million miles a year – that’s the equivalent
of travelling from Earth to Mars.

Fraikin’s team has tailored its fleet management
offer for Sainsbury’s to include servicing via a
combination of mobile technicians and Fraikin’s
own branch network. Rigorous proactive
maintenance is carried out every 12 weeks
to ensure the fleet is maintained in line with
Sainsbury’s exacting standards, whilst at the same
time maximising fleet availability. Fraikin commits
to immediately replace any vehicle which cannot
be put back on the road, within three hours, no
matter what the circumstances.

Fast facts

The challenge

• Fraikin manages 1,000
vehicles operating across
20,000 square miles

Sainsbury’s and Fraikin have worked together since 2011, with the supermarket
increasingly placing its trust in the largest commercial vehicle fleet services
company in Europe. In fact, the number of vehicles Fraikin manages for
Sainsbury’s has increased by 78 per cent in the past four years.
That’s because Fraikin has proved that it can offer unmatched reliability
and efficiency, with a true 24/7 response that has led to maximum uptime.
A dedicated Fraikin team based in Coventry provides the supermarket with
comprehensive around the clock fleet support for their specialised temperature
controlled vehicles, putting Sainsbury’s firmly in the driving seat at getting
deliveries quickly and efficiently from store to the door.
Simon Skeet, Head of Retail and Logistics Operations for Sainsbury’s Online, says:
“Market leading customer service lies at the heart of our online shopping experience,
and that means well-presented and punctual deliveries and value for money for our
customers. Fraikin has consistently helped us to meet this requirement.”

• Partner of choice for
fleet management
• 24/7 response with
dedicated call centre and
maintenance facilities
• Proactive servicing for
maximum fleet uptime
• Any vehicle replaced
within three hours, for
any reason, anywhere –
guaranteed

“Market leading customer service lies at the heart of our online shopping experience...
Fraikin has consistently helped us to meet this requirement.”
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